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QUESTION 1

When completing a plan item, which role does the test team provide? 

A. creates an iteration plan and chooses which plan items to target for the first iteration 

B. reviews the plan items that are targeted for the iteration and the related high-level requirements, and creates detailed
requirements 

C. elaborates the test cases that are associated with the development tasks 

D. checks in their change sets and runs personal builds to test the changes in their own workspaces 

E. runs a team build, reviews the results, and tags the build as ready for testing 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A project team is using the Scrum process template process lifecycle that comes as a default process template with
Rational Team Concert (RTC). The team is expanded to include a solution architect to the team, and the development
process needs to be changed so that the architect can review the requirements prior to the commencement of sprint
cycles. What should be done to achieve this using RTC and CLM? (Choose two.) 

A. modify the Scrum process template by extending the work item lifecycle to include a new "State" for architecture
review 

B. modify the Scrum process template by adding a new "Work Area Category" to cover the steps done by the architect 

C. configure Rational Software Architect Design Manager to initiate a design review at the start of each sprint 

D. modify the Scrum process template by adding a new "Role" for architects 

E. modify the Scrum process template by the adding a new "Reviewer Type" to cover the reviews performed by the
architect 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

Which two application servers are supported by the Jazz Team Server? (Choose two.) 

A. Apache Tomcat 

B. WebSphere Application Server 

C. Oracle WebLogic Server 

D. Microsoft IIS 

E. JBoss 



Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 4

Which three sources can CLM use for user authentication? (Choose three.) 

A. browser 

B. LDAP 

C. Tomcat User Registry 

D. non-LDAP external registry services 

E. database server 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 5

To start the RQM command-line adapter, what must you know? (Choose three.) 

A. the jazz repository URL 

B. a user ID with the appropriate licenses to log in as an adapter 

C. the name of the project area, if it is not the default RQM project area 

D. the path to the batch file or shell script to be executed 

Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 6

For which two purposes does CLM use absolute URIs? (Choose two.) 

A. to locate clients attached to the server 

B. to act as a stable resource identification for all applications 

C. to act as a proxy for other systems 

D. to permit consistent web access to stored artifacts 

E. to reduce the size of any URL referencing stored artifacts 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 7



In RQM version 3, which user can make a shared test resource available? 

A. a user who is a member of the project 

B. a user who is the owner of the shared test resource 

C. a user who is granted permission to save and modify a project area in the process configuration 

D. a user who is the creator of the test script 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

When should a developer execute a personal build? 

A. before the deliver action 

B. before the checkin action 

C. before the accept action 

D. before the rebase action 

E. before the checkout action 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

Which database servers are supported by the Jazz Team Server? 

A. IBM DB2, Derby, MySQL, Microsoft SQL Server 

B. Microsoft SQL Server, Microsoft Access, Derby, IBM DB2 

C. Derby, IBM DB2, Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle Database 

D. IBM DB2, Software AG Adabas, Microsoft SQL Server, Oracle Database 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 10

What must be done to install CLM on UNIX or Linux servers? 

A. install a Windows emulator on the system 

B. rename all X11 libraries on the system to jazz.X11. 

C. increase the limit of the number of files that can be opened on the system 



D. decrease the number of users that can access the system 

E. block access to all http ports on the application servers running on Linux 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 11

Which ALM imperative improves a team\\'s ability to connect with each other, to respond to changing events, and to
improve project predictability? 

A. Real-time Planning 

B. Lifecycle Traceability 

C. In-context Collaboration 

D. Development Intelligence 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

Which three Reporting solutions are supported by CLM 2012? (Choose three.) 

A. BIRT 

B. RRDI 

C. Open Reports 

D. Crystal Reports 

E. RRDG 

Correct Answer: ABE 
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